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Appendix A:  









































Coding Sheet 1: Power Relations among VIPs, non-VIPs and Media 
Organisations 
Codes Frequencies Associations 











VI/大 V (VIP 
with big 
names)/ 加 V 
(with a VIP 
status) 




      
媒体 (media 
organisations) 
      
 
Coding Sheet 2: Debated towards Public Authority 




What level Local   
National   
Foreign    
No specification   
What roles Governor    
Leader    
Negative indications   
What issues Political regime    
Domestic event   




Coding Sheets 3: Frequencies of Abusive Words 
Codes  Frequencies 
尼玛/你妈的 your mother’s/他妈
的/特么的/tmd his mother’/草泥马
Grass Mud Horse (fuck your 
mother) 
 
屌 dick /傻 X/sb/傻逼 stupid dick  
砖家/叫兽 (a person who pretends 
to be professor or specialists  
 
艹/日 fuck/我靠/我擦 I fuck  
你妹 your sister’s   
装逼 pretend to be a pussy  
妈蛋 mother’s balls  
混蛋/粪蛋/坟蛋 bustard  
跪舔 bending down and licking 
(someone) 
 












Coding Sheets 4: Associations of Abusive Words 
Codes  Associations 





















      
砖家/叫
兽  




      
你妹        
装逼        
妈蛋        
粪蛋/坟
蛋  
      
跪舔        








Coding Sheet 5: Party Media’s Reports on Kunming Oil Refining Plan 










Public opinions  
 Net-users  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
